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Year 2 Home
Learning Pack.
(9.7.20)
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Home tuck shop.
You have a £1 daily budget to spend on snacks. What will you buy? What
combinations could you get? Remember £1 is 100p!
Use your knowledge of money and coins to work out what snacks you could get.
This is a great way to recognise different coins, calculate addition and subtraction of
numbers and money, make totals and manage your money.
It could also promote healthy eating habits too!
Snack selection:
Snack
Fruit

10p

Toast

15p

Yogurt

20p

Cucumber slices

5p

Carrot slices

10p

Cereal bar

30p

Biscuit

25p

Sweets

50p

Popcorn

30p

Crisps

40p

Juice
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Price per 1 item

50p
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1. What is the most expensive food and what is the cheapest food?
Most expensive:
Cheapest:

2. How many pieces of fruit could you get for £1?

3. How many pieces of biscuits could you get for £1?

4. How many pieces of cucumber slices could you get for £1?

5. How many glasses of juice could you get for £1?

6. I only had £1. I spent 40p on crisps and 20p on a yogurt. How much change do I have?

7.

I only had £1. I spent 30p on popcorn. How much change do I have?

8. I only had £1. I spent 25p on biscuits. How much change did I get?
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9. I only had £1. I spent 10p on fruit and 30p on a cereal bar. How much change did I get?

10. I only had £1. I spent 50p on juice. How many pieces of fruit can I get?

11. What would you get if you had £1?
How many different combinations can you make?
For example:
1. 1 crisps, 1 cucumber slice, 1 packet of sweets = £1
40p + 10p + 50p = £1
2. 2 glasses of juice = £1
50p + 50p = £1

1. ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

2. ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

3. ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

4. ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Reading: Comprehension.
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Reading: Comprehension.
Read the story called ‘Hunter’s of Hope’ and clarify/define the magpie words below using a
dictionary or online dictionary.

Clarify:
1. What does ‘accidentally’ mean?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
2. What does ‘heaves’ mean? Why do you think this word is used?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
3. What does ‘realises’ mean?
______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
4. What does ‘passage’ mean? What other word could be used here?
______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
5. What does the word ‘leading’ mean? What other word could be used
here?
______________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
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The Hope Hunters – list of things you would need to take with you.
Pretend you are a Hope Hunter who is going on a long, dangerous journey to find something you really
desire and wish for. Draw what you would need to take with you in the suitcase below before
making a list of the items using commas!
Commas are used to separate words in a list. Commas cannot come before or after the word; ‘and’.
Commas are used instead of writing ‘and’ too many times! Commas sit on the line.

I would need:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
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Science: Suitability game.
Find 3 different objects in your home and describe them. Name what materials they are
made from and list their properties. Challenge: can you explain why they are made from
this material? Why are they good at the job they do? One has been done for you.
Object found.

Materials they

Their properties.

are made from.
Window

Glass
Plastic frame

Why they are made from
these materials.

Transparent,

People can see through

durable, rigid

them and they let light
through. They last a long
time and keep the weather
out and keep the warm in.
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RE: Rules.
You are created by God, to be like God. God has
rules to help us live well with ourselves and each
other. We should follow in God’s and Jesus’
footsteps and learn from them.
Describe what you can do to show you follow
God’s rules.
Challenge: Why is it important to follow the
rules?
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I follow God’s rules when I________
_______________________________
_____________________________
I follow God’s rules when I_____
_____________________
___________________
It is important to follow
God’s rules because _____
____________________
__________________
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